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process

resource center with waiting area

ideation
As we established the locations of our three hubs, we also incorporated pocket gardens as a 
way to let in natural light and to provide another layer of partial views into the Resource and Nu-
trition hubs. The clinic was designed to feel light, natural, and soothing to patients, staff 
and family members who may be feeling stressed or agitated. We used research and interviews 
to help us in designing the connections between spaces and what to include in our integrated 
care clinic.

engage connect journey

conceptual drivers



juxtaposition

connections and intersections

journey

evidence based design diagram

bubble diagram

conceptual model
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floor plan

first impressions

stone floor carpet tile



reception waiting space

vinyl upholstery polyester upholstery

rcp

zoning
The three hubs dominate the central area of the building, 
highlighting views to the exterior healing garden. Open 
sight lines between hubs allow for easy wayfinding to 
the clinical pods. Natural stone floor guides through the 
open space while uplit wood ceiling conditions signal 
transitional spaces. Aqua-colored sheet vinyl provides a 
sterile solution to the clinical spaces while delineating the 
division of space between patients and staff.
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division of spaces

staff connections
Because the ENT and Cardio pods are located in oppo-
site sides of the building, it was vital to maintain a sense 
of community and collaboration. The staff walkway 
allows for staff to communicate in a restorative space with 
views to the garden outside. The adjacency to the Well-
ness Hub and team work space  provides a meeting space 
that is flexible and accommodating as it can be opened up 
into a larger meeting space.

partial views

adjacency to meeting spaces

adaptability

staff connection

shared staff lounge



central staff lounge

longitudinal section through hubs

nutrition hub

wellness hub

resource hub
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open, flexible workstations

opportunities for perching

restorative views

ENT care team work spaces

clinical spaces



consultation room with id-ea share tablet

cardiology pod check-in ENT pod check-in

patient engagement
With the introduction of a network called id-ea share 
in Re | Nu | Well, patients and staff are provided the op-
portunity to share health and social information. Patients 
can use id-ea share to customize their rooms and update 
medical history so that appointments are more efficient. 
By integrating id-ea share into the Compass system, the 
network provides a way for staff to collaborate too.

cardio pod staff lockers and haven

crypton upholstery vinyl upholstery vct


